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THE MAP OF THE WITT RING OF A DOMAIN

INTO THE WITT RING OF ITS FIELD OF FRACTIONS

THOMAS C. CRAVEN, ALEX ROSENBERG AND ROGER WARE*

ABSTRACT. Let  R be an integral domain with field of fractions K.

This paper studies the kernel of the map   W(R) — W(K), where    W is the

Witt ring functor.  In case  R  is regular and noetherian, it is shown that

the kernel is a nilideal.   The kernel is zero if R is a complete regular

local noetherian ring with   2  a unit.   Examples are given to show that the

regularity assumptions are needed.

1. Introduction and notations.  For any commutative ring, let  W(R)   de-

note the Witt ring of symmetric nondegenerate bilinear forms over  R as de-

fined in [5].  In this note we study the kernel of the homomorphism  W{R) —>

W(K) induced by the inclusion of a noetherian integral domain in its field of

fractions   K.  By  [5, Satz 11.1.l] this kernel is zero if  R is Prüfer. In §2, we

show that the kernel is a nilideal if  R is a regular noetherian domain, and that

it is even zero if   R  is a complete noetherian regular local ring with  2 a

unit.  In §3, we give some applications of these results and also provide

some examples to show that the regularity hypothesis is needed.  We have

not been able to determine whether the kernel is zero or not in case   R is a

regular noetherian local ring with 2 a unit.

We shall consistently use the following notations:  For any commutative

ring  R, we write   OÍR) for the group of units of   R.   If  P is a prime ideal of

R,  we write   K{P) for the field of fractions of   R/P, i.e.,   K(P)^Rp/PRp.

If R is a domain we write   K for  K(0). We shall also write   R    for the set of

squares in   R.

By a space  E over R, we mean a finitely generated projective  R-module

together with a symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form  <£.  If   F is a space

over  R then  [E] denotes its equivalence class in  W(R). We shall write

(flj, • • • , a ) to denote the space  E which is a free R-module with basis
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x,, . • • , x    and form given by 0(x. , x .) = a .8...
In & ' i '   7 z   i;

2. The kernel.  We begin with the following proposition whose proof is

to some extent inspired by [6, Corollary 2.3].

Proposition 2.1.   Let R  denote a regular noetherian local ring with

maximal ideal M.   Then Ker(W(R) —» W(K)) is contained on Ker(tHR) —. W(r/M)).

Proof.  We use  induction  on the Krull dimension,  dim R, of R.   If

dim R = 0,  then  R = K and  M = 0  so that both kernels are  0.  Now, suppose

dim R > 0,  let  / denote a member of a regular system of parameters of R

[12, p. 301], and let  P = Rt.   Then R = R/P is a regular local ring with

dim R = dim R — 1  [12, Theorem 26, p. 303 and Corollary 2, p. 291], so that

P  is a prime ideal.  Moreover,   R„ is a regular local ring of dimension one

so that  Rp is a rank one discrete valuation ring [10, 4.7—4.8, pp. 73—76].'

Let  E be an R-space with [E ®r K] = 0 in  W(K).  By [5, Satz ll.l.l],

W(Rp) — W(K) is injective, so that [E ®R Rp] = 0 in  W{Rp),  which in turn

yields [E ®R K(P)] =0  in W{K(P)). Now F ®R K(P)^(E ®r R)®- K(P)

and  K(P) is the field of fractions of R.  Hence, since the residue class field

of  R is also  R/M,  the induction hypothesis yields  [(E ®R R) ®- R/M] =

[E ®R R/M] = 0 in  tV(R/M).

A commutative noetherian domain is called regular if for all prime ideals

P of R,  the local rings  Rp  ate regular.   It is a famous theorem of Auslander-

Buchsbaum-Serre' L3, Theorem 14, p. 185] that a regular local ring is regular

in this sense.

Corollary 2.2.   Let R   be a noetherian regular domain.   Then

Ker(W(R) -> W(/0) = D Ker(W(R) — W(K(P))).
P in Spec(R)

Proof.  Since  0 is a prime ideal the right-hand side if clearly contained

in the left-hand side.  For any prime ideal  P of  R,   Proposition 2.1 shows

that Ket(W(Rp) -> W{K))  lies in  Ker(W(Rp) — W{K{P))).  Hence if  E de-

notes an R-space with  [E ®r K] = 0   in  W(K), the class   ÍE ®R Rp] lies in

Ker (W(Rp) — W{K{P))),  i.e.,  [(E ®r Rp) ®Rp K(P)] = [E ®r Kip)] = 0 in

WiKiP)),   so that the left-hand side is contained in the right-hand side.

Corollary 2.3. Let R be a regular noetherian local ring with maximal

ideal M, such that 1 + M C R . (This hypothesis is fulfilled if R is com-

plete or only henselian.).   If 2   is in  Clip),  then W(r) —> W{K)  is injective.

Proof.  By the proof of [5, Satz 7.1.11(b)] the mapping W{R) —> W(r/M)

is an injection.
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Remark.   Corollary 2.3 was originally proved by one of us [2] assuming

2 in OÍR)   and R   complete,  M. Knebusch then pointed out that Corollary 2.3

also followed from [6, Theorem 3.1] as was noted in the Addendum of [2].

Theorem 2.4.   Let   R   be  a regular noetherian local ring.   Then

Ker(W(R) —» W(K))  is nil, whence by [8,   Example 3-11] it is an abelian

torsion group.

Proof.   Let E  be an R-space such that [ E ®R K] = 0 in W(K).   It is

sufficient to show that [E] lies in every minimal prime ideal  5ß,  of W(R).

By [8, Example 3-11] either W(R)/^ = Z/2Z  or Z.   By the same reference,

in the  first case,  fi  consists  of  all  spaces  of even rank and   since

[E ®R K] = 0 shows that the rank of E  is even, [E] lies in 5ß.  If W(R)/$SiZ

then by [7, Theorem 4.7], there is a prime ideal  PQ  of R   and a nonmaximal

prime ideal  Q  of W(K(PA)   such that  ^  is the inverse image of  Q with re-

spect to the map W(R) — W(K(Pn)).   By Corollary 2.2, we have [E ®R K[PQ)] = 0

in W(K(P0)),   so that [E ®R K(PQ)]   lies in  0 whence [E]   lies in $.

Corollary 2.5. (a) // R   ¿s a regular noetherian local ring then every

signature of R [9,   Definition 2.1] is induced by an ordering of K.

(b) // R   is a regular domain and for some maximal ideal M  of R  the

field R/M  is formally real, then so is  K.

Proof.   The first assertion is immediate from [9, Corollary 2.1l].   As

for the second, since R/M  is formally real, there is a ring surjection

W(R/M) —» Z [11, Satz 22]. Composing this with W{RM) -* W(R/M)  yields

a ring surjection W(RM) —> Z  which in turn yields a signature on the regular

local ring  R^.   By (a), this is induced by an ordering of K,   so that  K  is

formally real.

Of course, it is easy to prove Corollary 2.5(b) directly:  To do this it is

enough to assume R   is local and use induction on dim R.  If dim R = 1  then

R   is a valuation ring.  If K  is not formally real then by clearing denominators,

we get an equation £'=I x^ = 0,  where x¿ in R   are not all zero.  Since R

is a valuation ring one of the x .'s, say x¡,  will divide all the others so we

obtain a relation — 1 = £¿_2 y,   with y7, . . . , yr in R.   Mapping this equation

to R/M  shows that R/M  is not formally real.  Now suppose dim R = n >  1

and let P  be a nonzero principal ideal of R.   Then R p  is a valuation ring

with residue class field K(P)   so by the above it is enough to show  K(P)

is formally real.  But R/P  is a regular local ring of dimension n — 1  with

residue class field R/M   and field of fractions K(P), so by the induction

asumption,  K(P)   is formally real.
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In the case that R is a (not necessarily noetherian) valuation ring, the

foregoing proof is due to Lang. Note that by localizing we also get a direct

proof of Corollary 2.5(b) when R   is a Prüfer domain.

Corollary 2.6.   Let  R  be a regular noetherian local ring with 2 in   U(R)

and suppose that  K  is Pythagorean (i.e., the sum of elements of K    is in

K2), then W(R) -» W(K)  is injective.

Proof.   By Theorem 2.4 it is sufficient to prove that Nil (IHR)),   the nil

radical of W(R),  vanishes.  Now [9, Theorem 4.18] shows that Nil(W(R))   is

generated by all classes  [(l, - b)]  withè  in U(R) n {sums of elements

of R   !.  Since  K  is Pythagorean,  b = k     for some  k in  K.   Thus k  is inte-

gral over R.   Since R   is regular, it is integrally closed, which shows that

k is in U(R)  so that [(1,-b)] = 0 in W(R).

In order to obtain a global version of Theorem 2.4 we need the following

result of A. Dress which appears as Theorem 2.4 in [7]:

Let R   denote an arbitrary commutative ring.   For any minimal prime

ideal P  of W{R)  there exists a maximal ideal M  of R   and a minimal prime

ideal  0 of W(RM)   such that ^ß  is the inverse image of Q with regard to the

map W(R) — W(RM).

As an immediate consequence we have

Corollary 2.7. Let R be any commutative ring and E any R-space such

that [E ®R RM] is nilpotent in W{RM) for all maximal ideals M of R. Then

[E] is nilpotent in W(R). In particular, ihe kernel of W(r) —> IjW(R ,,), where

the product extends over all maximal ideals of R,   is a nilideal.

Theorem 2.8.  Let R  be a noetherian regular domain, then KeKU^R) —» W(K))

is nil.

Proof.  If [E]   lies in Ker(W(R) — W(K)),  then for all maximal ideals M

of R, the class [E ®r Rm]  lies in Ket(W(RM) -> W(K)).   By Theorem 2.4

then, [E ®R RM]  is nilpotent and so Corollary 2.7 completes the proof.

3. Miscellaneous results.

Proposition 3.1.   Let R  be a regular noetherian domain.   If all orderings

of K are archimedean, then  K(P)   is not formally real for all nonzero prime

ideals  P of R.

2 This is part of Theorem 1 of A. W. M. Dress, The weak local global principle

in algebraic K-theory, to appear in Communications in Algebra.
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Proof.   The proof is essentially the same as for the case of a Dedekind

ring given in [9, Proposition 2.14(i)] and is reproduced here for the con-

venience of the reader.  If P / 0  is a prime ideal of R   with K(P)  formally

real, let T be a signature of K(P).   The composition U(Rp) —> U(K(P)) —>

i + li  then induces a signature a on the regular local ring Rp.  By Corollary

2.5 (a), a extends to an ordering < of K.   But then since ct(1 +  PRp) = 1,

we have  1 - x > 0 for all x  in PR p,  i.e., x < 1 for all x  in PR p.  Such

an ordering is clearly nonarchimedean, providing the desired contradiction.

Next,  we give  an example  to  show  that if R  fails to be regular

Ker(W(R) -^ W{K))  need not be nil.

Proposition 3.2.  Let R  denote an integral domain such that  K is not

formally real and possessing a maximal ideal P with  K(P)  formally real.

Then, if <p:  W(R) —» W{K) denotes the natural map,   Ker (p •* nonzero and

not nil.

Proof.   Since  K(P)   is formally real the form   (1, 1,...,   1), r  times, is

anisotropic for all natural numbers r > 0.  Hence r = r •  1/0  in W(K(P))  for

all r > 0.  However, by [11, Satz 16] there is a natural number m  such that

2m = 0 in W(K).   Hence  2m / 0 is a nonnilpotent element of Ker (p.

Example.   Let R = R[Xj,... , X\/(x\ + ••• + X2), n>5.  By[l,

Exercise 5(b), p. 98],  R   is a noetherian unique factorization domain, al-

though it fails to be regular.  Clearly,  — 1  is a sum of squares in K,   so

that  K  is not formally real.  If   P denotes the ideal generated by the images

of the X.   then R/PsR. Hence Ker(W(R) — W(K))  is not nil. In addition

to pointing out the necessity for regularity in Theorem 2.4, this example also

shows the need for regularity in Corollary 2.5(b).

Remark.   For nonintegrally closed domains it is easy to construct ex-

amples with Ker <p / 0,   e.g.,  R = Z[3z],  However the above example shows

that integral closure is not sufficient for the injectivity of (p.

We have not been able to determine if Ker 0 = 0 in case R  is an

arbitrary regular noetherian domain. However, in the case of polynomial

rings over fields this is an easy consequence of a theorem of Karoubi [4]:

Theorem 3.3.   Let  F  be any field of characteristic / 2 and X., . . . , X

indeterminate s  over F.   Then W(f[Xv . .. , X]) Í W(F(XV . . ., Xj)  is

injective.

Proof.   It is well known that if X  is an indeterminate over F  then any

anisotropic quadratic form over E  remains anisotropic over E(X).   Indeed,

if a.,. .., a    aie nonzero elements of E  such that (tfj, .. . , flr)  becomes
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isotropic over F(X)  then, after clearing denominators, there will exist poly-

nomials Pj(X),..., Pr(X)  in F[X],  not all zero, such that 2J=1 a.P .(X)2 = 0.

By dividing out the highest power of X  which divides all the  P(X)'s  we

can further assume that  P.(0) / 0 for some /.   This yields an equation

2¿=0 <2¿P¿(0)   = 0 with P (0) / 0 which shows that («j, . . . , a )   is isotropic

over F.   By induction we conclude that, for indeterminate s X.,•"..., X    over

E, the natural map ß: W{F) —. W(F(X1,.. ., Xj)  is injective.  By [4,

Corollary 0.8, p. 312 and Theorem 1.1, p. 317] the natural map a:  W(F)—>

W(E[Xj, . . . , X ])   is an isomorphism.  Since ß = <p ° a  it follows that   <p

is injective.
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